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SUMMARY 

This deliverable describes the ParCos data curator and how the principles for data curation 
were derived. This includes analysing museum practice and drawing parallels towards data 
curation. Also, proposing the use of narrative principles to guide data curation and new 
metadata. Finally, reviewing some of the key research activities on playful, participatory and 
interactive data curation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION – THE ROLE OF CURATION IN PARCOS 

Participatory science is used to refer to the different types of involvement people may have 
in developing and undertaking scientific research, such as within citizen science activities. In 
ParCos we use the existing Bristol framework (D2.1) to scaffold the process of identifying 
problems of shared concern, and framing and conducting different types of experimentation 
to solve these problems. Unlike the previous work on the Bristol Framework, we are most 
interested within the ParCos project in how to make the communication of science outcomes 
to also be a participatory process. Thus, a key objective of the ParCos project is the creation 
of participatory science stories, which focus on the types of involvement that people may have 
with scientific processes once scientific outcomes are communicated.  

Science communication has in the past typically been quite static. Scientific outcomes are 
conveyed to an audience, through different means such as news media, tweets, blogs, 
documentaries and similar. The evidence and data on which the communication is based may 
be made available separately, for example through an open research data portal, but this link 
is rarely made clear. Instead, some curated snapshots of data may be created and published 
along with the science story to back up the claims - but the audience have little opportunity 
to investigate further. Figure 1 shows a screenshot from a news site with a typical approach 
to telling a science story. In this case, the story is about COVID infections and vaccinations 
from the New York Times. In the bottom right of the first screen, there are interpretation of 
trends in data. This story offers the possibility to click and see data related to keywords, 
however like most curated data of its kind it does not do a good job of linking the data to the 
story. Specifically, the story is comparative: it talks about growth rate of one state compared 
to all others, but clicking for more details only shows details of that one state, so there is no 
way for the reader to check the comparison for themselves. Also, the capacity to interact with 
the data is limited to what is visible on the screen, or what can be reached through the 
hyperlinks provided.  

 

Figure 1. Typical Covid story with curated data (taken from the New York Times, 26-4-2021) 
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While some news sites do better in providing pointers to where original data can be found, 
or even in providing more interactive visualisations, there are no standard approaches to 
follow for curating data within a science communication. 

ParCos aims to create a set of data curation principles that better explain how to curate data 
for science communication. In ParCos, the aim is to use curated data as the first entry-point 
through which an audience may begin to engage with scientific evidence for themselves, 
either validating the story that is being told, finding their own interpretation, or using it as a 
starting point to a new line of inquiry (figure 2).  It is therefore important that curated ParCos 
data can lead easily to ParCos data exploration. Thus the ParCos curator is linked to both the 
ParCos Data Explorer and the ParCos storyteller. 

Curated data in science story

Digital

Physical

Science story Exploring related data
 

Figure 2. Showing data curation as a bridge between science story and data exploration in 
physical and digital worlds. 

The aim of parCos is to find new ways to tell participatory science story, using popular media 
forms. Currently, in ParCos, this encompasses approaches such as museum exhibits, zines, 
visual narratives (a form of interactive visual book), live action games and a form of interactive 
theatre. 

1.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PARCOS CURATOR 
Given the role of the ParCos curator as a link between a science story and wider data sets, it 
is possible to identify a number of key requirements for the ParCos curated data. 

• The curated data must be meaningful in the context of the story being told 
• It should be easy and fun to use, otherwise the audience will not want or be able to explore 

further 
• Since ParCos stories are intended to be told in new ways and possibly through different media 

forms, it is necessary to consider that data curation may also take place in these different 
media -  which in turn may be digital (e.g. interactive book), or non-digital (e.g. theatre 
performance or live game) -  in order to fit with how the science story is being told.  
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• Curated data should act as a link to the Data Explorer, which itself supports exploration of 
data from beyond the scope of the original science communication. This link may be direct if 
the story is digital or  indirect if the story is being told in a non-digital form. In this case, there 
is a further requirement to signify how to find and explore additional data or new perspectives 
on the same data. 

In order to develop the data curator according whilst also taking these requirements into 
account, the following approaches have been taken: 

1. Understanding curation as a museum practice and as a practice applied to data 
2. Literature research into participatory and engaging approaches to data curation, to fit the 

types of scenarios outlined above 
3. Rapid prototyping of data curation principles based on prior work in this area 
4. Evaluation of current ParCos case study activities to identify existing practices of curation 

These activities will be described in the remainder of the deliverable D2.3 as well as the 
outlining of the planned next steps for continued development, testing and refinement of 
ParCos curator. The Curator will ultimately be delivered as a set of design principles for 
curating data, based on  the findings. These principles will be delivered in an easy to use way, 
such as design cards, and made available from the ParCos platform. 

2 CURATION AS MUSEUM PRACTICE 

The term curation originated as part of museum practice. The various curation roles in a 
museum relate to two types of practice. These are 1) the identification, procurement and 
management activities related to the museum collection 2) the selection, organization and 
presentation of museum objects for display as part of an exhibition. Activities for each 
include: 

2.1 IDENTIFICATION, PROCUREMENT AND MANAGEMENT 
a) Collect. Identifying and collecting objects that are of interest to the museum and that are in scope 

of the types of things they are interested in. For example, if they are a museum of 20th century 
folk art they are less likely to want to collect and display 16th century renaissance paintings. 

b) Archive. Collecting and storing information related to the object. For example, this could include 
recording all known details of the object and its history, as well as current information on where 
the object has been loaned/borrowed/displayed and also how it links to other artefacts either in 
the museum or elsewhere.  

c) Preserve. To ensure the preservation of items in the museum collection, including understanding 
how items should be stored and implications of different ways of interacting with artefacts. 
Examples include strategies to prevent damage that may be caused by handling or using artefacts, 
or placing them in certain atmospheric conditions, such as damp or light. Also, understanding any 
dangers posed by the object towards the public, such as capacity to cause physical injury, to 
offend or be culturally insensitive. 
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2.2 SELECTION, ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION FOR AN EXHIBITION (WITH A FOCUS ON 

MUSEUM STORIES) 
a) Sensemaking and story construction: to organize museum objects for the public with respect to 

an overarching story. In this role, the act of curating means selecting and presenting objects for 
an audience in a way that reveals interesting stories about i) individual objects ii)  across a set of 
objects. To view objects together to see what extra insight this brings. 

b) Present: To present objects in a physical or virtual space in a way that reflects the museum story. 
This may include determining the positioning of objects, the angles from which it is possible to 
view (for example a statue placed against a wall where the visitor cannot walk behind). It also 
includes defining the ways that people can interact with it, or alternatively how they are 
discouraged from interacting with it such as use of cordons, ‘do not touch’ signs, or placing out 
of reach or behind glass. It also includes understanding how objects may provoke reactions 
particularly if presented in certain manner or juxtaposed against other objects. 

c) Storytell: To convey the museum story to the exhibition visitors, including providing access to key 
information about individual objects as well as how they relate to the main exhibition story and 
to other objects. This could utilise, for example, information panels, audio tours, tour guides, AR 
applications, virtual gallery tours. 

d) Visitor experience: visitors experience the museum story in different ways. How they engage with 
and understand the museum story may be influenced by a number of factors: the order in which 
they visit objects, the objects they pay most attention to, the extent to which they read provided 
information or make their own interpretation, whether they use a real or virtual tour guide that 
may pick out alternative highlights and stories to the intended curated exhibition and finally their 
own knowledge, cultural background and experience (Schorch, 2013).  

Curation has more recently been used to refer to the act of collecting and presenting things 
on social media. One example is Pinterest, where people identify things they want to 'collect' 
and then present them under a common theme. Such curation practices are often more 
lightweight than traditional curation practices of museums, for example there may be less 
thought given to relationships between objects or stories that can be told about them. Often 
the content collected is a replica or snapshot of some existing content and so a specific aspect 
of the original is preserved but not the item itself. 

The common acts of curation in both these cases are that the objects somehow belong 
together under some theme, that someone (the curator) interprets them in that context - 
even though other groupings/contexts could be possible - and that they also show how these 
various things are related to each other.  

3 CURATION AS DATA PRACTICE 

It is possible to draw clear parallels between the curation activities in museums and data 
curation. Similar to museum curation of objects, data curation relates to the activities of 
managing and improving data after it’s generation. The aim of data curation is to ensure its 
availability and reuse in future. Based on the data curation lifecycle model proposed by Digital 
Curation Center (DCC), “Data curation is a process of selectively implementing ongoing and 
systematic maintenance and management of reliable scientific data of reuse value from its 
generation in line with scientific data lifecycle to ensure reuse and value addition of the data, 
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including a series of activities such as scientific data planning, data creation or collection 
appraisal & selection, organization & disposal, description, transformation, storage and 
reuse” (Zhang and Zhao, 2017). Table 1 shows clearly this relationship between curation of 
museum objects and the curation of data within the context of creating participatory science 
stories.  

Table 1. Relating Museum curation to data curation in the context of supporting and creating 
participatory science stories 

 Curation Activity Data  
Identification, 
procurement 
and 
mnagement 

Collect Identify and collect relevant data that is relevant 
to the theme of an (open) data repository. For 
example open research data , open government 
data and so on. This separation allows each type 
of repository to offer specialized support. 

Archive Research and capture metadata, including the 
data provenance and also usage history 
(information on where it has been 
loaned/borrowed/displayed).  

Preserve Understand appropriate and inappropriate 
contexts of use for the data, for example 
bounding the geographical area in which it has 
relevance. Consider privacy and security 
concerns of data, GDPR, data bias. 

Selection, 
organisation 
and 
presentation 

Sensemaking and story 
construction 

Identify stories within and across datasets (using 
the ParCos Data Explorer, upcoming deliverable 
D6.2) and understand how the data evidences a 
particular view on a science story. Understand 
and visualize relationship between datasets, e.g. 
placing on same graph to see what extra insight 
this brings 

Present Decide how to present data in the context of the 
participatory science story. Consider the 
potential emotive aspects of the data. Will the 
data be presented in digital or non-digital form. 
To what extent will it be interactive? 

Storytell  Convey the participatory science story to the 
audience, including deciding a) what 
information is needed to be shown about a data 
set in the context of a story b) how to make clear 
relationship between dataset and the 
overarching story c) how to show relationship 
between different data sets  

Visitor experience The audience participates in the story by 
bringing their own interests and experiences to 
understanding the story and associated 
datasets. They build an emotional connection 
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towards the story and the issues revealed via the 
data that evidences it. 

 

There are many aspects of data curation that are important to ensure re-use. For ParCos, we 
mainly focus on how to improve data curation that is part of archiving processes and also 
presentation processes as these have the most relevance in the context of using data to 
support participatory science stories. Within both archiving and presentation of data, we 
consider the following: 

1. Metadata aspects: good metadata descriptions support data reuse by making it easier to 
construct queries that will find data, as well as making it easier to judge the relevance of 
returned data.  

2. Visual aspects: To facilitate data reuse it is often necessary to make a visual representation of 
the data, to turn something very abstract into images and graphics. Visual aspects are 
important for sensemaking and for presenting data to others. 

3.1 METADATA ASPECTS 
The metadata aspects of data curation are important to create data that is FAIR1. FAIR data is 
data that is: 

a) Findable – for both humans and computers 
b) Accessible – even where authentication and authorization processes are needed 
c) Interoperable – with the potential to integrate easily with other data 
d) Reusable – so that they can be replicated and/or combined in different settings  

In ParCos, we are less interested in data discovery ‘from scratch’. Nevertheless, participatory 
science stories in ParCos are intended as potential entry points not just for exploring the data 
directly associated with the story, but for potentially finding new data from which to make 
sense of the story or tell new stories.  

To support this, we propose that narrative principles can be applied to metadata-related data 
curation activities to make data more reusable and also findable in the context of a particular 
science story.  

People are inherently narrative thinkers and learn to make sense of the world through stories 
from an early age. Narratives have certain common elements which include the setting (when 
and where the story takes place), characters (human or non-human) and themes (Chatman, 
2021). These are the elements of a narrative that provide coherence, so that the events that 
are happening in any given story may move around in time or place, follow different 
characters, or even explore different themes, but as long as enough things stay constant it is 
possible to follow what is happening and how everything in the story is related. 

Data sets can be described in terms of these same narrative principles. Data collection takes 
place within specific settings (Loukissas, 2019) and can be identified according to different 
themes as well as having been collected from or about different characters. All of this provides 
important contextual information that may help discoverability of data, may drive data 
recommendation and crucially, gives those who have not had the benefit of understanding 
first-hand the context of the data collection more information from which to recreate it 

 
1 https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/ 
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somehow.  These ideas are represented through the conceptual framework in Figure 3. This  
represents a process through which narrative principles may be applied towards describing 
data, organising it into loose narrative collections of related data and finally turning it into 
data stories through a process of applying increasing contextual interpretation.  
 

Data 
events

Data 
narrative

Data 
storytelling

Lower contextual 
interpretation

Higher contextual 
interpretationLevel of interpretation/context

Raw 
Datasets

Refine by wider/narrower 
setting, theme characters

Access full data
from story

or access story
from data

Entry point to 
participation

Organise into 
loose narratives 

based on 
metadata

Data story curates 
relevant datasets

to highlight important aspects
and how it links to story

Generation of science data Participation with data

Bristol approach (D2.1)

generates

Narrative metadata description

 
Figure 3. conceptual framework describing transformation of raw data into data narratives 
and data stories, with increasing levels of interpretation 
 
The steps are as follows: 
 

1. Data events A data event captures important information about a data sets, relating 
either to its collection or its reuse.  Collection events describe the circumstance of raw 
data collection in terms of the setting, theme and characters represented (in addition 
to other standard metadata of open data). This reflects the interpretation that has 
already been placed on the data by choices made about the purpose and manner of 
its collection. Re-use events should capture time and place of reuse but may also 
include user-generated reviews and annotations (Koesten et al., 2017). To further 
support data re-use, data teasers may be created that show this metadata to help 
judge quality, usability and relevance at a glance. A teaser in this case is a carefully 
selected snapshot or view of the data that supplies the most informative information 
about it. Creating data events is an archiving activity.  

2. Data narratives: A number of data events may be related and organised into a loose 
narrative, based on overlap of narrative properties. These represent data sets that 
may be useful if combined, although the choice of combination depends on the exact 
problem being solved. Filters  may widen or narrow the scope of a narrative across 
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these different dimensions (e.g. expanding or narrowing the time period or themes).  
Data narratives are part of sensemaking and story construction. 

3. Data story: A data story is defined by a user and it is a specific interpretation of data 
that bounds a proposed narrative by determining the setting, theme and characters 
that are relevant to that particular viewpoint across the dataset(s). A data story is 
therefore linked to the datasets and specifically the parts of the data that are used in 
its creation. A data story can act as an entry point for exploring data.  By applying 
narrative principles in reverse, the user may start to expand the story in directions 
they find interesting or to  discover new datasets that offer new interpretations across 
the data, using the ParCos Data Explorer. Thus, each time data is explored and used in 
a story there are more elaborations and ideas on how different data may fit together 
and this in itself can support new data discovery and data search. For any given dataset 
it may therefore be possible to see the one or more stories associated to it. Data 
stories are related to both presentation and storytelling. 

 

Therefore, using the above framework it can be demonstrated that curating data with 
narrative principles may be useful at different stages of a data lifecycle, from its original 
collection to its use within a participatory science story.  

 

Figure 4. Screenshot from HRI.fi open data repository, showing applications that are 
associated with a published data set about trees (screen has been translated from Finnish 
using Google translate) 

Figure 4 shows a visual example in use of a data curation practice within the Helsinki Region 
Infoshare open data portal2. Here, open data sets occasionally contain links to examples of 
applications in which they have been used, which is part of archival processes of capturing 
and showing to users the history of the data. ParCos proposes to supplement this practice by 
also showing if the data has been used as part of science stories. 

 
2 https://hri.fi/data/fi/dataset/helsingin-kaupungin-puurekisteri 
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To summarise the above as principles for data curation: 

1. Describe data according to narrative principles of setting (time and place), themes and 
characters (as well as other FAIR metadata) 

2. Use story (or sub-story) settings, themes and characters to guide what data, and what parts 
of data are curated for a story. 

3. Create links between data and stories it is used in 

3.2 VISUAL ASPECTS 
The example shown in figure 3 demonstrates how metadata that is stored about the history 
of the use of a data set can be presented to a user in a visual way. In that example, a 
screenshot has been chosen that gives some indication of how the data has been visualized 
within the associated applications. Theory, technique and methods that are used to transform 
data into graphics are called data visualisation. Generating and visualizing data is not a new 
practice. Back in 18th century bar and line charts were used as form of data visualization. Still 
they are in regular use. There are many desktop tools available for this, such as Excel, Tableau, 
MATLAB, programming language R. A good data visualisation should help to improve the 
processing and interpretation of data for better support and understanding (Yan, Wang and 
Xia, 2017). In ParCos we are also concerned with visual aspects of data curation and how they 
support sensemaking and foster interest in deeper data discovery. Here we draw on and 
briefly summarise recent key literature on playful and interactive data curation, to 
understand how narrative principles may integrate with them and what we may learn with 
regards to visual aspects of data curation.  

3.2.1 Data Comics 
Data visualisation doesn’t only refer to traditional methods, such as representing data as 
charts and graphs. Several unique techniques are being used to represent data to the public. 
One of these methods is the data comic, which use the visual language and storytelling 
concept from traditional comics to help explain key insights about data and make the 
visualization process simple (Wang, Bach and Dingwall, 2019). Bach et al., 2018 describe in 
their paper design patterns of data comics which describe panels with a specific narrative 
purpose, for example to support identifying trends or making comparisons of data sets. 

Another data visualization technique inspired by data comics presented in (Wang et al., 2020) 
is cheat sheets which aims to present data to a wide audience. Traditional cheat sheets are 
piece of papers with written notes.  In the past, they have been used to teach programming 
language. In data visualization they have been use to help designers to select chart types. The 
cheat sheets presented  by Wang et al. are mainly inspired from infographics and comics and 
are aimed at helping to understand complex visualizations. A related technique presented in 
(Bach et al., 2016) is a graph comic in which visual expressiveness and familiarity of comics 
are used to explain changes in networks to an audience. All the above research has 
demonstrated that the comic approach for curating and presenting data can help people 
without any training to understand it.  
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3.2.2 Brooke Leave Home 
Brooke Leave Home is a film designed to support public engagement with open data that 
evidences the narrative, which is about what happens when someone in the UK leaves a care 
situation. The experience is intended to use both the data used for the main story and the 
data that people look at from their own location to build empathy towards the issues faced 
by people leaving care situations, where they may struggle with the amount of money they 
get to start out with.  In the documentary, the story follows a girl called Brooke leaving care 
and it shows what happens at typical steps of this process, for example showing how much 
money they have to spend just buying basic supplies and how much this takes up of their 
available money. At critical points, viewers have access to a map where they can explore what 
the situation would be like in their own local area, by seeing this data in comparison to that 
shown in the film In Brooke Leave Home, Concannon et al. (2020) have demonstrated how it 
is possible to both curate data and link it to a story, whilst leaving the possibility for people to 
participate by personalizing their view of the story through engaging with equivalent data to 
that which is shown in the film, but that is more relevant to their own local area. This data is 
accessed through an interactive map. The data is curated using simple and easy to follow 
visualization techniques, it is embedded into the story at key points and the way of interacting 
with the data is made clear to those following the video.  

3.2.3 Datacatcher 
Next, the Datacatcher was a device that scraped and curated location-based data and 
presented it though a device that people carried with them (Gaver et al., 2016). The data 
shown on the device therefore changed as people moved to different locations. The topics of 
the data were related to sociopolitical issues in the UK. Thus, the device might give 
information about average earnings, air pollution, percentage of empty properties and health 
of the local population. To make the data more meaningful it was presented as very short 
data stories, that would relate the data from the current location to one that was very close 
by. Gaver et al. found that while many people did not see the utility of the data it did capture 
the imagination of some, prompting them to do further data exploration. However, overall it 
did not work very well as a tool for fostering engagement towards the important issues the 
data related to. This could be because the DataCatcher left much of the interpretation of the 
data and the storytelling up to the person holding the device. 

3.2.4 PlayBat 
By contrast, Kaninsky et al. (2018) designed a situated interface called PlayBat that engaged 
the public with IoT ‘bat call’ data, with the intention to foster curiosity towards bats, which 
are creatures that are typically feared by many people. The IoT data was curated to make it 
more accessible to the public using different colours to summarise data which were shown 
on a map. The data visualization was interactive, such that a slider could be used to change 
the time span of the data being visualized. A narrative was used to structure the activities that 
people could do with the data, however, the data itself was not interpreted for the public and 
the public could not explore data beyond the boundaries set by the curation choices (they 
could only go 10 days back, for example). 
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3.3 COMBINING NARRATIVE METADATA WITH DATA VISUALISATION 
All of these examples above -  Data comics, Brooke Leave Home, DataCatcher and PlayBat – 
represent ways that a dataset might be curated and in some cases also how it might be 
embedded within a story (especially in the case of Brooke Leave Home). All of these 
approaches lend themselves to being framed according to the narrative principles of setting, 
theme and characters.  

Data comics consist of a series of panels that reveal different aspects of data that is being 
presented, as well as providing the possibility to tell a story around them. The data comic 
approach is supported by templates that can be used for different types of data, for example 
time series data can be shown in a temporal series, zoom can show increasing levels of detail 
on a dataset, which could be used especially for geo-spatial data and contrast shows two 
visualisations side by side. Adding narrative principles alongside the data comic approach 
might be used to select what should be shown in a snapshot and this in turn can be derived 
from the story (or parts of the story) being told.  

Brooke leave home does not employ any novel data visualization techniques, as it uses mainly 
maps, graphs and statistics -   but it shows very clearly how data can be curated and 
embedded to evidence part of a storyline. The data in Brooke leave home appeared on the 
screen alongside the narrative at key moments. Whilst it was not formally created from such 
principles, the curated data can be related to the story according to the narrative principles 
of setting, theme and characters as a more formal way of determining at what junctures data 
should be embedded and what data to show.  

Datacatcher used setting to determine what data was most relevant to the person holding 
the device. Both Brooke leave home and Datacatcher used this notion of immediate relevance 
to try to engage people further with the data, under the assumption that people are more 
likely to engage with and be interested about local issues. Datacatcher explored a number of 
different sub themes under a common theme of sociopolitical issues. Therefore, within a fixed 
setting (time and place) the person holding the device could explore those different themes. 

PlayBat also situated data as close to the original setting as possible by placing the public 
display into the location from which the original data was obtained. Playbat fixed the spatial 
aspects of the setting but allowed people engaging with the public data display to explore 
backwards in time by a fixed number of days. The character (the bat) and the theme stayed 
constant. PlayBat was successful in evoking curiosity and perhaps even empathy towards 
bats. 

The following data curation practices can be identified from this literature search: 

1. Simplify data visualization to make it easier to read (Data comics, Data catcher, PlayBat) 
2. Try to make data curations as relevant to the audience as possible, personalizing the data if 

possible (Brooke Leave Home, DataCatcher) 
3. Use storytelling to frame the experiences with the data and guide the points of interaction 

(Brooke Leave Home, PlayBat) 
4. Foster empathy through data curation (Brooke Leave Home, DataCatcher, PlayBat) 
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4 DATA LITERACY 

Data literacy refers to the capability that people have for making sense of and using data. 
Data literacy principles can also be applied to data curation to make the curated data easier 
to use. The following data literacy principles have been identified in prior research (Wolff et 
al., 2019): 

1) Expansion: start from a representative snapshot of a small part of data from where the 
audience can expand out, rather than starting with the whole data set and focusing in 

2) Context: present data in a context that is relatable to the audience, for example to the local 
environment 

3) Inquiry: Give worked examples of data inquiries and prompt ways to expand this. 
4) Personal Data Collection: the best way to understand data is to go through the process of 

collecting it for yourself 
5) Foundational Competencies: provide more support for how to ask good questions from 

data, rather than specific skills for data analysis which vary depending on the context 
6) STEAM: combine creative with practical activities 

The context principle is closely aligned to the goal of making data curations as relevant as 
possible to a user through personalization. Therefore these principles could be merged with 
each other. The expansion principle can be achieved by applying narrative principles to 
choose the representative snapshot that is the proposed starting point for data exploration. 

5 LISTING THE PRINCIPLES 

This section lists all the data curation and data literacy principles derived through the activities 
outlined in this deliverable. 

1. The lifecycle of data curation for participatory science stories is analogous to the curation of 
museum objects for telling museum stories 

2. Describe data according to narrative principles of setting (time and place), themes and 
characters  

3. Use story (or sub-story) settings, themes and characters to guide what data, and what parts 
of data are curated for a story. 

4. Create links between data and stories it is used in 
5. Simplify data visualization to make it easier to read  
6. Try to make data curations as relatable to the audience as possible, for example using data 

from the local environment, or personalizing the data if possible  
7. Use storytelling to frame the experiences with the data and guide the points of interaction  
8. Foster empathy through data curation  
9. Start from a representative snapshot of a small part of data from where the audience can 

expand out, rather than starting with the whole data set and focusing in 
10. Give worked examples of data inquiries and prompt ways to expand upon this towards own 

interests 
11. Engage people with a data set that they didn’t personally collect by encouraging them to 

collect their own data and add to it 
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12. Provide support for how to ask good questions from data, rather than specific skills for data 
analysis which vary depending on the context 

13. Combine creative with practical activities 

6 TURNING PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICAL IDEAS 

A small number of ‘curator cards’ have been created which are based on some of the 
principles described above and which propose different activities with data that could be 
embedded into participatory science stories. These are in Appendix A. 

The practical activities on these cards include: 

1. Comic strip: Make a comic strip about the dataset 
2. Historian: build a chronological timeline out of a dataset 
3. Investigation: start with one core ‘clue’ piece of data and curate data around it 
4. Mini experiment: conduct a mini experiment by collecting and analysing data 
5. News article: make a news article out of datasets 
6. Roleplay: have a Q&A with an ‘expert’ and invite audience questions 

These cards will be further refined and updated during parCos as they are utilized in case 
studies and made available from the ParCos platform. 

7 CASE STUDIES AND CURATION 

Two ParCos case studies have so far collected or selected data and used it as part of telling a 
science story. The following section summarises some of the approaches taken for data 
curation in ParCos and reflects upon how they align to some of the principles being identified 
in this document. In the furthercase study activities the ParCos curator principles will be used 
directly to guide data curation within participatory stories, which will give the opportunity to 
evaluate their use in practice. 

7.1 RETHINK REMAKE RECYCLE 
ReThink Remake Recycle explored ways to reduce household waste. This activity is being 
presented formally as part of D5.2 The activity began with online workshops during which 
data was collected about household waste and the participants came up with ideas about 
how to improve the situation. As one outcome of this activity, a Zine was created from data 
collected during online workshops around home waste recycling practices. Essentially, the 
data used as evidence for the zine was collected by participants of the online workshops – 
following the Bristol Approach - and then presented through the zine to a wider audience 
(this being effectively the science communication stage). In this case, the data presented in a 
participatory way even though the zine itself was printed material. This was done using quiz 
questions or wordsearches based around the topics, providing places for people to write their 
own ideas and by giving instructions for the households receiving the zine to do their own 
waste audit.  

The data curation principles and practical activities that are in evidence in the zine are: 
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1. Create links between data and stories it is used in 
2. Simplify data visualization to make it easier to read  
3. Try to make data curations as relatable to the audience as possible, for example using data 

from the local environment, or personalizing the data if possible  
4. Use storytelling to frame the experiences with the data and guide the points of interaction  
5. Give worked examples of data inquiries and prompt ways to expand upon this towards own 

interests 
6. Engage people with a data set that they didn’t personally collect by encouraging them to 

collect their own data and add to it. 
7. Combine creative with practical activities 
8. News article: make a news article out of datasets 

7.2 VEDEN ÄÄRELLÄ 
Veden Armoilla is a participatory live game that is being created to engage Finnish students 
in Lahti with research related to water. As a first step in creating the game experience, an 
online pilot workshop ‘Veden Äärellä’ was held to trial some of the arts-based approaches in 
the context of participatory science storytelling. Thus, a participatory story was created as 
drama and delivered online, to engage an audience of school students with issues related to 
a local lake. The participatory story combined pre-recorded videos on different topics related 
to water, a ‘presentation layer’ which was set in a live studio where the presenter spoke 
directly to the students, explained what was happening and introduced the clips and activities 
and the participation itself, which invited contributions from the audience by asking them to 
write in the chat, or raise and lower hands in response to questions. The data used as evidence 
was water data from local lake Vesijärvi. The students learned about phosphorous in the lakes 
by way of an expert who was ‘interviewed’ and invited to interpret the data. In this case study, 
the students did not get to participate with any curated data, but they did themselves produce 
data when participating to the story and this was visualized live by using two different 
coloured water poured into two different chambers according to how many ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
votes, to show if the audience was more or less positive. Feedback from the audience 
indicated that they found the overall experience  to be participatory. In a future iteration the 
case study will be conducted live and the water data itself will be curated using curator 
principles.  

The data curation principles and practical activities that are in evidence in Veden Äärellä are: 

1. Create links between data and stories it is used in 
2. Try to make data curations as relatable to the audience as possible, for example using data 

from the local environment, or personalizing the data if possible  
3. Use storytelling to frame the experiences with the data and guide the points of interaction  
4. Combine creative with practical activities 
5. Roleplay: have a Q&A with an ‘expert’ and invite audience questions 
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8 SUMMARY 

This deliverable presents a number of data curation principles for embedding data as 
evidence within participatory science stories. It further demonstrates how they have been 
used in ParCos case study activities up to this point. 
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10 APPENDIX A – CURATOR CARDS 
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